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Abstract—This paper proposes a new synthesis method for propagating information of paths from register transfer level (RTL) to gate level. The method enables false path identification at RTL without not only enforcing strong constraints on logic synthesis but also loss of the information about false paths identified. Experiments show that the proposed method can reduce hardware and timing overhead and improve propageability of false path information through logic synthesis compared with the previous methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

Establishing correspondence between an RTL circuit and its synthesized gate level circuit is important for design and test of VLSI circuits. Correspondence between paths in the RTL circuit and that in the gate level circuit, which is dealt with in this paper, is valuable for improving performance and timing correctness of the circuit. Especially, the false path information is very valuable for design and test of circuits; it can be used for reducing time required for logic synthesis, improving circuit performance, test generation and test application and circuit area, as well as minimizing over-testing.

Although several false path identification methods at gate level [1]-[5] have been proposed, it is difficult to apply these method to large circuits containing a tremendous number of paths. There are methods to identify false paths by utilizing RTL design information [6]-[8] which can reduce time required for identification several orders of magnitude. However, these are feasible only if RTL paths can be mapped into gate level paths. RTL path is represented by specifying RTL signal lines through which the path goes. The RTL path is mapped to gate level paths such that finding gate level signal lines corresponding to RTL signal lines composing the RTL path and then listing the gate level paths that go through the gate level signal lines. Until now, there are two ways to make the correspondence available: (1) employing restricted logic synthesis, called module interface preserving-logic synthesis (MIP-LS) [6], which maintains all the signal lines surrounding RTL modules during the transformation from RTL to gate level and preserves complete mapping between RTL paths and gate level ones by paying area and timing overhead and (2) finding mapping between RTL paths and gate level ones by considering functional equivalence between them without restriction on logic synthesis, which is referred to as module interface breaking-logic synthesis (MIB-LS), at the sacrifice on the completeness of the mapping [9].

In this paper, a new synthesis method, called mapping point preserving-logic synthesis (MPP-LS), is proposed to establish complete mapping between paths in an RTL circuit and its synthesized gate level circuit with a few restriction on logic synthesis. In the proposed method, unlike MIP-LS which preserves all the interfaces of modules in the RTL circuit, only the minimum number of mapping points, which are sufficient to distinguish any path from the others, are preserved. If false paths are identified at RTL before synthesize the circuit, the proposed method can further reduce the number of mapping points such that the preserved mapping points are sufficient to distinguish only the false paths from the others. On the other hand, unlike MIB-LS which does not guarantee establishing mapping between RTL paths and gate level ones, our proposed method can do.

Experiments for benchmark circuits show that the proposed method can reduce hardware and timing overhead by reducing mapping points which is to be preserved. Furthermore, timing margins of the synthesized circuits with MPP-LS are large compared with that with MIP-LS and are compatible with that with MIB-LS.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Circuit model

In this paper, we only consider structural RTL designs. A structural RTL design consists of a controller represented by a combinational logic block (CL) and a state register (SR), and a data path represented by RTL modules and signal lines connecting them, where an RTL module is an operational module, a register or a MUX and a signal line has an arbitrary bit width.

Primary inputs and outputs and registers at RTL are usually preserved during logic synthesis for structural RTL designs. To clarify the discussions in this paper, we assume that there exists one-to-one correspondence between bits of them and gate level primary inputs and outputs and flip-flops.

B. Gate level and RTL path representation

A gate level path \( p^G = \{e_1^G, \ldots, e_n^G\} \) is an ordered set of gate level signal lines, where \( e_i^G \) is the signal line directly connected to a primary input or the output of an FF, \( e_i^G \) is the signal line directly connected to a primary output or the input of an FF, and \( e_i^G (i = 2, \ldots, n-1) \) is the signal line connecting
the gates having \( e_{i-1}^G \) as an input and \( e_{i+1}^G \) as an output. A subset of \( p^G \) is called a sub gate level path of \( p^G \).

An RTL segment \( p^R = \{ \epsilon_1^R, \ldots, \epsilon_n^R \} \) is an ordered set of RTL signal lines, where \( \epsilon_i^R \) for \( i = 2, \ldots, n - 1 \) is the RTL signal line connecting the modules having \( e_{i-1}^G \) as an input and \( e_{i+1}^G \) as an output. Especially, the RTL segment \( p^R \) is called RTL path if \( e_1^R \) is the RTL signal line directly connected to a primary input or the output of a register and \( e_n^R \) is the RTL signal line directly connected to a primary output or the input of a register. A subset of \( p^R \) is called a sub RTL path of \( p^R \).

A reconvergent segment pair is a pair of segments \( p^R = \{ \epsilon_1^R, \ldots, \epsilon_n^R \} \) and \( q^R = \{ \delta_1^R, \ldots, \delta_m^R \} \), where \( e_i^R = \epsilon_i^R \) and \( e_j^R = \delta_j^R \). A fanin segment pair is a pair of segments \( p^R = \{ \epsilon_1^R, \ldots, \epsilon_n^R \} \) and \( q^R = \{ \delta_1^R, \ldots, \delta_m^R \} \) where \( e_i^R = \epsilon_i^R \) and \( \epsilon_i^R \neq \delta_j^R \) for \( 1 \leq i < n, 1 \leq j < m \). A fanout segment pair is a pair of segments \( p^R = \{ \epsilon_1^R, \ldots, \epsilon_n^R \} \) and \( q^R = \{ \delta_1^R, \ldots, \delta_m^R \} \) where \( e_i^R = \delta_i^R \) and \( \epsilon_i^R \neq \delta_j^R \) for \( 1 \leq i \leq n, 1 \leq j \leq m \).

An RTL signal line consists of one-bit signal lines. For an RTL signal line \( s \), each one bit signal line separated from \( s \) is referred to as a bit-sliced RTL signal line of \( s \). The i-th bit of \( s \) is represented as \( s[i] \). A bit-sliced RTL path \( q = \{ \epsilon_1^R[k_1], \ldots, \epsilon_k^R[k_k] \} \) is an ordered set of bit-sliced RTL signal lines, where \( \epsilon_i^R[k_i] \) is the \( k_i \)-th bit-sliced RTL signal line directly connected to a primary input or the output of a register, \( \epsilon_n^R[k_n] \) is the \( n \)-th bit-sliced RTL signal line directly connected to a primary output or the input of a register, and \( \epsilon_i^R[k_i] \) for \( i = 2, \ldots, n - 1 \) is the \( k_i \)-th bit-sliced RTL signal line connecting the modules having \( e_{i-1}^G[k_i-1] \) as an input and \( e_{i+1}^G[k_{i+1}] \) as an output. A subset of \( q \) is called a sub bit-sliced RTL path of \( q \).

C. Relation between paths

Functional equivalence between the sub bit-sliced RTL path and sub gate level path is defined as follows.

**Definition 1 (Functionally equivalent path [9]):** Sub bit-sliced RTL paths and sub gate level paths are simply referred to as sub paths. Sub paths \( q_1 = \{ e_1, \ldots, e_m \} \) and \( q_2 = \{ e_2, \ldots, e_m \} \) are functionally equivalent if \( q_1 \) and \( q_2 \) satisfy the following conditions.

1) \( n = m \)  
2) \( e_1 \equiv e_2 \) for \( i = 1, \ldots, n \), where \( \equiv \) denotes functional equivalence between the signal lines [9].

For specifying an RTL path, it may be sufficient to represent the path using a sub RTL path. The following is the property of a sub RTL path that identifies an RTL path uniquely.

**Definition 2 (Identification of path):** [9] A sub RTL path \( q^R \) is said to uniquely identify an RTL path \( p^G \) if \( p^R \) is the only path that properly includes \( q^R \).

A set of RTL signal lines may represent multiple RTL paths. This property can be utilized to specify a set of RTL paths by using a set of RTL signal lines. In this paper, we provide the following definition for unique identification of a set of paths.

**Definition 3 (Identification of path set):** A set of RTL signal lines \( S^R \) is said to uniquely identify a set of RTL paths, \( p^R \), if \( p^R \) is the only set of RTL paths that properly includes all the maximum sub RTL paths composed by the RTL signal lines in \( S^R \).

Examples for definitions 2 and 3 are provided in the subsection III-C.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Path mapping

The method of path mapping [9] is used to establish correspondence between a set of RTL paths in a given RTL circuit and its corresponding gate level paths in a synthesized gate level circuit with MIB-LS. For a given set of RTL paths, the method proceeds as follows.

1) Select minimum set of RTL signal lines that uniquely identify the given set of RTL paths (described in the subsection III-C).
2) Map bit-sliced RTL signal lines composing each RTL signal line on the sub RTL paths (this is called signal line mapping),
   a) Find candidates of the functionally equivalent signal lines in the gate level circuit by using a diagnostics technique [10].
   b) Check the equivalence between each bit-sliced RTL signal line and its corresponding candidates and inequivalent candidates are discarded.
3) Represent gate level paths corresponding to the given set of RTL paths so that listing mapped gate level signal lines through which the gate level paths pass.

Note that, in the original procedure of 1), multiple paths which have the same starting and ending points are dealt with at a turn. In this work, we improved the procedure so that any combination of multiple paths can be handled at a time. If signal line mapping fails, another RTL signal lines are tried to identify the given paths, iteratively.

B. Mapping point preservation during logic synthesis

Commercial logic synthesis tools usually support to preserve specific RTL signal lines during optimization for engineering change or IP implantation in the downstream of design flow. For DesignCompiler (Synopsys), “set dont touch” option can be used to preserve RTL signal lines. We can utilize this kind of tools for implementing MPP-LS.

By using MPP-LS, for each bit-sliced signal line on the RTL path, its functionally equivalent signal line in the gate level circuit that synthesized by MPP-LS is automatically derived. Therefore, during the path mapping, procedures 1) and 2) can be skipped. It means that unnecessary iteration of trial which may occur when using MIB-LS can be omitted.

C. Extraction of minimum set of RTL signal lines

By considering one of the minimum sets of RTL signal lines identifying a given set of RTL paths to be propagated to gate level, the number of mapping points to be preserved will be further reduced. In this paper, we propose a method to extract minimum RTL signal lines to be preserved from the given set of RTL paths.
Consider an RTL path \( p = \{a, b, c, d\} \) in the circuit topology graph shown in Fig. 1. The interested path is illustrated in bold line in the figure. The minimum sub RTL paths that uniquely identify \( p \) can be extracted as follows. For a segment on \( p \), formation of a reconvergent segment pair or a fanin segment pair or a fanout segment pair with the segment concerns the unique identification.

In this example, reconvergent segment pairs corresponding \( p \) are (1) \( \{a, b\} \) and \( \{f, g\} \), (2) \( \{a, b, c, d\} \) and \( \{f, i\} \), and (3) \( \{c, d\} \) and \( \{h, k\} \). Fanin segment pair is (4) \( \{a\} \) and \( \{e\} \). Fanout segment pair is (5) \( \{c, d\} \) and \( \{h, j\} \).

To identify \( p \), the segment on the interested path for each segment pair must be selected. In this case, a sub RTL path uniquely identifying \( p \) can be composed by selecting one signal from each of (1) \( \{a, b\} \) and \( \{f, g\} \), (2) \( \{a, b, c, d\} \) and \( \{f, i\} \), (3) \( \{c, d\} \) and \( \{h, k\} \), (4) \( \{a\} \) and \( \{e\} \). Fanout segment pair is (5) \( \{c, d\} \) and \( \{h, j\} \).

Given a set of RTL paths, the minimum sets of RTL signal lines identifying the set can be extracted as follows. Firstly, for each path in the given set of RTL paths, list the reconvergent segment pairs, fanin segment pairs and fanout segment pairs as the same way described above. Next, remove all the segment pairs that are properly included in the set of RTL paths from the list. Then, minimum set of RTL signal lines which covers at least one signal line for each segment on the path in the segment pair list obtained above. This can also be reduced to minimum covering problem.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In the experiments, two RTL benchmark circuits, LWF and Tseng, were used to evaluate the proposed method. The circuit characteristics are shown in Table I. The number of RTL paths for each circuit is shown in Table II. In the table, columns “Total”, “DP” and “Ctrl” under column “#Paths” denote the total number of RTL paths and the numbers of paths in the data path and in the controller, respectively. Column “#False” denotes the number of RTL false paths identified by the method proposed in [6] in the data path. The remaining columns show the number of mapping points. Columns “#MP w/o uniq.” and “#MP w/ uniq.” denote the numbers of mapping points without and with considering uniqueness of paths, respectively. Under these columns, columns “All” and “False” denote the numbers of mapping points for distinguishing any path from the others and for distinguishing false paths from the others, respectively. For the minimum mapping points using uniqueness of paths, there exists multiple combinations of mapping points. Under columns “All” and “False” of “#MP w/ uniq.”, extra columns “#Comb” show the number of combinations. From this table, we can see that the number of mapping points which must be preserved were reduced very much by using uniqueness of paths. Furthermore, since only RTL false paths were considered, the number of mapping points were further reduced.

DesignCompiler ver. C-2009.06 (Synopsys) was used as a logic synthesis tool on SunFire X4100 (SunMicrosystems). By configuring the options of DesignCompiler, previous methods, MIB-LS and MIP-LS, and proposed method, MPP-LS, were implemented. For MIB-LS, no constraint option of DesignCompiler was used. For MIP-LS, two configurations were implemented. One is just mapping each RTL module to gate level logic, i.e., it does not change interconnection between RTL modules. The other is implemented with the options “no_boundary_optimization” and “noauto_grouping” of “compile_ultra”. For MPP-LS, the option “set_dont_touch” was used to specify mapping points to be preserved. The former and latter are referred to as “MIP-LS” and “MPP-LS′”, respectively. Table III shows circuit characteristics of circuits synthesized from the benchmark circuits with MIB-LS, MIP-LS and MPP-LS, respectively. For LWF (column “LWF”), two timing constraints 40ns and 10ns (columns “40ns” and “10ns”, respectively) were examined. Under each constraint, we performed MIB-LS, MPP-LS, MIP-LS and MPP-LS. The circuit characteristics for these methods are shown in sub-columns “MIB”, “MPP”, “MIP” and “MPP′”, respectively. Rows “Area” and “Delay” denote the area in the number of gates equivalent and the clock period in nanosecond, respectively. For the proposed method, MPP-LS, the combination of mapping points which induces smallest area was used in this experiment. Sub-rows “Total”, “Data path” and “False” in row “#Paths” denote the numbers of total paths, paths in the data path and false paths in the data path at gate level, respectively. Note that the false paths were identified by mapping from RTL false paths using the path mapping method of [9]. We must mention that, for MPP and MIP,
each bit-sliced signal line in the minimum set of RTL signal lines identifying the given RTL false paths was able to exactly map to its functionally equivalent gate level signal line. The last sub-row “%Ratio” in “#Paths” denotes the ratio of the number of false paths to that of paths in the data paths and it is referred to as false path identification ratio. The table also shows the synthesis results for Tseng as the similar manner as LWF. For Tseng, we used timing constraints 20ns and 10ns. The area of circuits synthesized by MPP-LS was almost the same as that by MIB-LS. For LWF with 10ns constraint and Tseng with both 20ns and 10ns constraints, MIP-LS was not able to meet the constraints (denoted with parenthesis in row “Delay”). The false path identification ratio for MPP-LS was always best among feasible synthesis results (excluding results with timing violation) for any case.

Finally, the histogram of slacks of paths for each method with each timing constraint is shown to examine the impact on timing margin. Fig. 2 and 3 show LWF and Tseng with 10ns timing constraint, respectively. In the graphs, we omitted the results of MIP because it did not meet the timing constraint. For each graph, x and y axes denote the number of paths and intervals of slack in nanosecond, respectively. For Tseng with 10ns, we can see that MIP′-LS has the largest impact on timing margin and the proposed method, MPP-LS, can alleviate the impact. For LWF with 10ns, the curves rose at almost the same point around 1.2ns. Therefore, we cannot observe any difference between them.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a new synthesis method, called mapping point preserving-logic synthesis (MPP-LS), has been proposed to establish complete mapping between paths in an RTL circuit and its synthesized gate level circuit. Through the experiments, it has been shown that the proposed method can reduce hardware and timing overhead and improve propagability of false path information through logic synthesis compared with the previous methods. Furthermore, the impact on timing margin has been examined and it is shown that the proposed method can reduce the impact.
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